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SETTING THE GLOBAL THERMOSTAT WITH AN
EXHAUSTIBLE TRADEABLE PERMIT SYSTEM

SUMMARY

The global wanning policy debate has centered largely on near-term objectives such

as freezing 1990 CO2 emissions without regard to long-run implications. A policy of freezing

CO2 emissions is shown to slow but not halt global warming, while requiring expensive near-

term adjustments. If the long-run temperature change outcome of the freeze policy is set as

the goal of a more graduated control policy, one which allows the market to determine annual

emissions, a more cost-effective solution is obtained that reduces the negative adjustment

effects on the energy and other affected industries. The most cost-effective emissions time

path of a graduated control policy could be achieved by an evaporative marketable CO2

emissions permit system. This paper provides a preliminary examination of an evaporative

permit system used to achieve long-run stabilization of greenhouse-induced temperature

change.
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INTRODUCTION

Proposals to freeze or reduce CO2 emissions in the near term are rarely analyzed for

their ability to control global warming in the long run. However, as will be demonstrated,

most of these proposals slow anthropogenic climate change but do not halt it. The primary

objective of this paper is to explore, in a preliminary fashion, an alternate course of more

graduated action — a course that holds out the promise of obtaining a long-run climate

change stabilization goal at lesser cost.

Suppose, in light of additional evidence supporting a case for action on global

warming, a new proposal is put on the international negotiation table to bring induced

climate change to an end at some long-run future date. Can this type of proposal provide for

more cost-effective measures (to be defined), relative to short-run emission freezes or cuts,

which are likely to require high initial carbon tax rates or marketable emission permit prices?

This paper shows that interesting new possibilities arise from this long-run control policy,

including use of a permit system that lets the market determine emission time paths and

creates incentives for intertemporal cost-effectiveness in mitigating the impacts of induced

climate change.1 Put another way, this paper presents an explicit approach to achieve the

goals of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scenario that were based

on unspecified "accelerated policies" that would bring induced temperature change to a halt

by the year 2100 (IPCC, 1992).

This paper suggests a new market-based policy approach for implementing this

temperature stabilization policy — "evaporative" tradeable CO2 emission permits. Our

primary focus is an investigation of the potential cost-effectiveness of this innovation. We

describe the instrument and demonstrate a method of evaluating it that makes use of an

1 A discussion of the design and implementation issues associated with a CO2 tradeable permit
system can be found in OECD (1992) and UNCTAD (1992).
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energy-economic-environmental model. An example is then provided in which such a

simulation model is used to assess the macroeconomic impacts of "setting the global

thermostat" via a stabilization policy, as opposed to an emissions freeze policy.

CARBON EMISSION POLICIES VERSUS TEMPERATURE
STABILIZATION POLICIES

A policy of setting the global thermostat raises many questions, some of which are

illustrated in Figure 1. With 2100 as a terminal date for the analysis, the calculations in

this study show that the business-as-usual policy (Curve 1) will bring about a global

temperature increase from all trace gases of about 3°C (assuming midrange climate feedback

sensitivities under CO2 doubling as proposed by the IPCC, 1992). Curve 3, on the other

hand, represents a typical temperature change path associated with short-run freeze or

reduction proposals; temperature increases more slowly than in curve 1 by 2100 but

continues to increase thereafter. Curve 2 represents a path associated with a long-run

temperature stabilization target that brings induced increases to a halt at 2100.

If temperature change impacts or damages depend solely on the level of change, then

the policies implied by curves 2 and 3 are equivalent in 2100, although curve 2 after that

date has no further effect. If the rate of change of temperature is a determinant of impacts,

then curves 2 and 3 dominate curve 1, but the issue is complicated by the varying slopes of

curves 2 and 3, and no easy further ranking is available. If the area under the curve is a

determinant of impacts, or total damage borne, then curve 3 is better than the others, and

curve 2 is better than curve 1. This paper is confined to a discussion of temperature levels.

Considering the greenhouse problem in terms of its temperature impacts, the

Advisory Group on Greenhouse Gases of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

concluded that it was possible to define temperature targets in terms of risks to human
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Fig. 1. Global Mean Temperature Change under Altemate Policies.
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ecological systems.2 Their findings were that limiting the absolute global temperature rise

to 1°C would entail a low risk, limiting it to between 1 and 2°C would entail a moderate risk,

and permitting an increase above 2°C would entail a high-risk scenario involving rapid,

unpredictable, and nonlinear impacts. These zones are indicated in Figure 1 as illustrations

of a possible risk function for determining temperature goals. The Advisory Group also

indicated by its targets that the year 2100 was a plausible terminal point for temperature

level goals. The 2100 terminal point also makes sense in terms of the adjustment horizon

for major industrial energy mix changes. However, the appropriate time frame for bringing

anthropogenic climate change to an end remains an issue for further study and negotiation.

Recent work by Nordhaus (1992), Peck and Tiesberg (1991), and Cline (1992) also

considers more of a temperature-centered view of greenhouse control policy than would be

implied by a carbon emission freeze. In their work, temperature is either an argument in a

damage function — which is linked to an optimization model so that the marginal benefits

of reducing damages generated by the function can be equated at each point in time with

marginal abatement costs as represented in the economic model. In effect, the temperature

target is determined through the cost/benefit analysis. However, despite valiant efforts,

considerable uncertainties remain about determining the benefits of CO2 control.

In this paper, we assume that the thermostat setting to be reached by the year 2100

would be determined through international negotiations and that the emphasis would be on

the cost-effective attainment of the temperature stabilization objective.3 We have a number

of reasons for making these two assumptions. For example, many items may be placed on

the negotiation agenda that are difficult to capture in cost-benefit equations. One such item

2 As reported in Rijsbermand and Swart (1990). While not taking a position on these risk
assessments, this paper does recommend more support for temperature and climate change impact
studies; they are the undeserving poor relations of the global change research program family.

3 See Grubb (1989, 1992) for a discussion of options for an international agreement.
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is the wide variation in regional impacts likely to occur under increases in global mean

temperature. Other matters of concern are threshold effects or abrupt impacts, for example,

sudden surges in methane emission, or movement of land-based glaciers. It may be

important to go beyond conventionally-measured national income and product account data

to estimate greenhouse effects on nonmarket activities, environmental assets, and natural

ecosystems (World Bank, 1992; Ayers and Walter, 1991).

EVAPORATIVE VERSUS DATED PERMITS

The standard argument for adopting market-based environmental control

instruments (emission taxes or tradeable permits), instead of the more traditional command-

and-control schemes (such as mandating a particular production technology), is rooted in

efficiency considerations (Baumol and Oates, 1988; Kosobud et al., 1991; Rose, 1992).

Specifically, taxes and tradeable permits can offer theoretical cost savings that have been

calculated to be as high as 80% or more compared to the relevant command-and-control

methodology, depending on the particular application (Tietenberg, 1985). This savings results

from the interfirm efficiencies offered by permits and taxes. With these systems, each firm

can decide how much to reduce emissions on the basis of its own marginal costs. Each

emitter compares the tax rate or the prevailing permit price to its cost of reducing emissions

by an additional unit. In a freely operating market, the result is that emissions cuts are

made where it is least expensive for the economy to do so. In a command-and-control regime,

this is possible only if the regulatory body has access to the cost functions of all firms. It is

improbable that information contained by regulations would be superior to that of individual

economic agents, so it is likely that mistakes would be made. If this were the case, more of

an economy's resources than necessary would be used to reduce emissions by a given degree,

making the approach socially inefficient (Kosobud et al., 1991).
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An effective climate change mitigation policy should be cost-effective with respect to

its interfirm distribution of costs, as well as in the distribution of those costs over time. Not

only should those firms that can best afford to reduce CO2 emissions make the required

reductions, but firms should be able to decide when it is most cost-effective for them to

achieve the reductions. This is the central difference between an evaporative permit system

and a dated permit system (such as the SO2 allowance system established under Title IV of

the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments).4

In a standard permit system, permits are dated; that is, emitters are required to use

their permits within a given time interval that is based on some CO2 emission reduction

target specified for that interval. However, in an evaporative system, the allowable

atmospheric increase in CO2 emissions over all intervals is treated as an exhaustible

resource. Instead of setting a series of emission reduction targets, the evaporative system

focuses on a long-run atmospheric CO2 concentration (temperature) goal. A fixed quantity

of undated emission permits consistent with the defined goal is then issued. Once a permit

is used for the denominated quantity of CO2 emissions, it would be canceled and would no

longer be usable. The total number of permits decreases (evaporates), and, therefore, each

permit becomes more valuable over time. Thus, emitters will compare the present value of

their marginal cost of compliance with the present value of the permit, thereby factoring the

timing of reductions into their CO2 emission/permit usage decisions. Emitters would then

be able to choose the quantities of permits to hold in their portfolios and the quantity of

permits to cancel for current emissions. In an efficient market, the price of the evaporative

permit would depend on the firms' estimates of the return on alternative investments, the

degree of emissions reduction required, and the cost of nonpolluting alternative technologies.

The price path of the permits, as determined by efficient markets, would be expected to rise

4 See Carlin (1992) and Kete (1992) for discussions of the SO2 allowance trading system.
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exponentially as the long-run real rate of interest, as would be predicted by the Hotelling

effect (Hotelling, 1931). Specifically, assuming certainty equivalence for all tradera (including

their ability to estimate backstop costs), the permit price, p, at any time, t, may be written,

p t = (1+rfeyL. (1)

If permit prices were too low, excess demand would develops as emitters choose permits over

mitigation substitutions, while sellers (seeing CO2 emissions increasing above expected levels)

would wait for higher prices. Thus, departures from an equilibrium price path could be

expected to return to that path.

As long as greenhouse damages remain largely dependent on the equilibrium

temperature level rather than on the time path by which this level is reached, then an

evaporative permit system can achieve the same level of mitigation, and hence the same level

of social welfare, as a series of emissions reduction targets. Furthermore, it can do so at less

cost and less shock to the macroeconomy. A permit price that rises smoothly over time would

ease the abrupt, inefficient, and costly adjustment that sharply fluctuating permit prices

would exact on the fossil fuel and other industries. In addition, future temperature increases

would be curbed, while the dated permit system would allow temperature increases to

continue.

SIMULATION OF AN EVAPORATIVE PERMIT SYSTEM

In order to test if social welfare is indeed improved under an evaporative permit

system as opposed to a dated permit system, a simulation can be performed using a

multiperiod energy-economic-environmental computer model, such as the Argonne Linear

Programming (ALP) Model.5 The ALP model is an updated and modified version of the

5 The ALP program is more fully described in a series of research notes (available from the authors
upon request) and in Daly et al. (1984).
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Nordhaus linear programming model (Nordhaus, 1979), and it is actively maintained by

researchers at Argonne National Laboratory and the University of Illinois-Chicago.

The ALP algorithm seeks to solve a linear program involving supply-side constraints

such as exhaustible energy resource limits, while satisfying demand-side relations driven by

population and economic growth. The solutions, when feasible, yield a set of global market-

clearing prices and regionally disaggregated quantities for energy resources that maximizes

global consumers' welfare. This maximization is performed intertemporally, permitting

tradeoffs between periods subject to a specified real social discount rate. Capital rigidities

are modeled as "putty-clay" constraints on annual changes in energy use.

The specification of a CO2 submodel facilitates simulation of carbon tax and

tradeable emission permit systems, thus allowing the permit prices to be calculated

consistent with satisfaction of a particular set of CO2 constraints. The algorithm calculates

the permit price by determining the shadow price associated with the set of carbon

constraints. According to linear programming theory, this shadow price represents the value

of loosening the constraints by an additional unit, that is, the marginal value of an additional

unit of emission or concentration. This in turn indicates the marginal value of an additional

permit. If markets function perfectly, the marginal value of a permit is equal to its price, so

the shadow price vector represents the behavior of permit prices over time.

A dated permit system is simulated by the ALP model as a set of constraints

describing the allowable emissions each year. The annual emission constraint xray be

interpreted as the number of permits issued in the year in question. Simulation of an

evaporative permit system is slightly more complicated; it is accomplished by imposing a

constraint on the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration over the 1980 level at some

future date (e.g., 2100). This concentration constraint is determined by its equilibrium effect

on global temperature. Because only a fraction (about half) of CO2 emissions remain in the
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atmosphere,6 the number of permits issued would correspond to total emissions of about

twice the allowable increase in atmospheric concentration.7 These permits may be used to

offset emissions at any time before the terminal date (e.g., 2100) and are canceled upon use.

The intertemporal optimization algorithm solves for the optimal time path for emission

reduction/permit usage, thus simulating the evaporative permit market price vector. As

indicated in the previous section, simulation of an evaporative permit system in this fashion

is analogous to treating the stock of these permits as an exhaustible resource.

In comparing an annual emission reduction policy using dated permits with an

"equivalent" temperature stabilization policy using evaporative permits, the main

quantitative measure is the model's objective function value, or consumer energy surplus.

A gain in surplus implies a less costly fossil fuel consumption path. A more indirect measure,

but perhaps one that provides greater intuitive interest, is the time path of the permit price.

The behavior of permit prices over time is an indicator of the rate of increase in fossil fuel

prices that impact on energy industries and the consumer.

For purposes of very long-run analysis, and for sensitivity testing of scenarios with

varying inputs, the partial equilibrium nature of the ALP model gives it a flexibility and

transparency that makes it well suited for studying long-run temperature stabilization via

an evaporative permit system. However, it should be noted that the AIP model cannot

account for indirect effects revealed in a dynamic general equilibrium framework, and it

probably overstates the costs of policy intervention. In addition, the partial equilibrium

model includes many assumptions about technical change, energy efficiency, parameter

6 See, for example, IPCC (1990a), IPCC (1992), or Cline (1992).

7 For example, if the allowable increase in concentration were 300 billion tons, about 600 billion tons
of emission permits would be issued.
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stability, existing environmental policy, and exogenous variable projection, many of which are

unavoidable in any very long-run study regardless of model type.

EXAMPLE SIMULATION

Figure 2 depicts simulation results for two different CO2 policy options: scenario A,

which represents a freezing of carbon emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000. If, instead,

agreement is reached to control temperature rise rather than CO2 emissions, then we can set

a temperature target for the year 2100 that is based on the year 2000 temperature that

resulted from the emissions freeze in scenario A. Within the ALP model, setting the

temperature target allows the model to determine optimal control paths in a cost-effective

manner, as illustrated by scenario A'. (Note that all temperature changes in Figure 2 are

attributable solely to CO2 and not, as in Figure 1, to all major trace gases.)

Part (a) of Figure 2 reveals that the reference no-control case results in an increase

in the equilibrium global average surface temperature of about 1.9°C by 2100. The two policy

choices constrain temperature change to less than half that amount, about 1.0°C by 2100, but

scenario A (freeze) cuts the rate of increase earlier and scenario A' cuts it later. Scenario A'

brings temperature change to a halt in 2100, whereas scenario A continues to drive

temperature change upwards. Scenario A can be thought of as being implemented by annual

global issuance of approximately six billion permits, each entitling the bearer to emit one ton

of CO2 by carbon weight during the year in question. This would yield the flat path shown

in part (b), which illustrates the divergence in global emissions between scenario A and the

business-as-usual scenario as indicated. Scenario A' could be effected by a single issuance

of a large block of evaporative marketable permits that would yield the desired 2100

equilibrium temperature level. However, the permits in scenario A' could be used only once
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before 2100, at the discretion of the bearers. This would result in the 0O2 emission path

indicated. Note that this path is close to the business-as-usual path until shortly after 2020;

it then declines below that of scenario A shortly after 2060. The path then continues

downward until the rate of emissions is equal to the rate of absorption of atmospheric carbon

by the deep ocean.

The apparent breaks in the curves indicate the step function supply curves that

constitute the data base. The least energy cost paths chosen by the model imply that the

cheapest fossil fuel reserves will be used first, then the next cheapest, and so on. Transition

from one step to the next in the model explains the apparent discontinuities.

The most dramatic story unfolds in part (c) of Figure 2, where the model's results for

the permit prices are displayed. In scenario A, the major reduction in emissions from

baseline in the short-run required high initial permit prices to induce conservation and to

bring about rapid changes in energy technologies toward less emitting and nonemitting types.

Permit prices rise by the year 2000 to about $80 per ton of CO2 by carbon weight, or over $64

per ton of coal (in 1980 prices) and over $6 per barrel of standard crude oil. Traders in the

permit market are assumed to have perfect foresight of future permit issues, but because of

capital rigidities, emitters are limited in how rapidly they can adjust to the emission

constraints. These rigidities — mimicking market realities — play a role in the rapid run-up

of permit prices.

In sharp contrast, scenario A' reveals permit prices that start low, at $5 a ton of CO2

by carbon weight — about $3.5 per ton of coal and less than $0.50 per barrel of oil. Because

all the permits have been issued at once at the start of this option (that is, permits to emi',

600 billion tons of CO2 by carbon weight, half of which remains in the atmosphere), and

because market traders are assumed to value them as an exhaustible resource, the price
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consequently rises as the rate of interest, or 5% in this study, and reach levels of the

emissions control option only after 2050.

As cost-minimizing enterprises are envisioned to modify energy technology mixes to

equate marginal mitigation costs to permit prices over time, mitigation costs also rise as the

rate of interest, thus achieving intertemporal cost-effectiveness in technology and fuel choice.

The bottom line is that scenario A* yields a $900 billion gain (1980 prices) over scenario A in

discounted (5%) consumer surplus during the period 1990 through 2100.

CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This paper examined the differences between policies that seek to control emissions

of greenhouse gases and those that seek to stabilize long-run equilibrium temperature at

some future date. In particular, it is argued that emissions targets fail to take into account

some possibly expensive short-run adjustment costs and that emissions policies allow for

future increases in global temperature. On the other hand, policies calling for temperature

stabilization (i.e., "setting the global thermostat") can be designed to halt anthropogenic

climate change while allowing emitters to adjust more gradually to energy sector changes.

A new market-based policy instrument — evaporative tradeable emission permits — was

described; it was shown to result in more cost-effective climate change control than the

standard dated permit approach. Both kinds of permits can be simulated using a linear

programming model. An example of such a simulation was provided that used the Argonne

linear Programming Model.

Although this example represents preliminary research analysis, it suggests the

potential of an evaporative permit system in climate change policy. It also raises a number

of issues that require further analysis and study.
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First, the global average increase in equilibrium surface temperature was the only

measure of climate change considered. This is a reasonable first approximation because this

measure is highly correlated with other climatic variables such as precipitation and humidity,

and it can therefore be considered a proxy for an entire vector of climate variables. However,

this argument does not deny that many distinctive impacts of climate change may depend

on other variables or that regional variation in temperature and other climate changes may

be much larger than the global increases in average surface temperature. Also, it should be

noted that transient or observable temperature paths not addressed in this study have been

estimated to lag 50 years or so behind equilibrium or warming commitment paths

(Schlesinger and Jiang, 1990).

In addition, only carbon emissions from fossil fuel use were considered. Fossil fuels

comprise 80% of all net CO2 emissions, and over the long-run, CO2 is expected,

conservatively, to contribute at least 60% of all radiative forcing leading to global warming

(IPCC, 1990b). Extending an evaporative permit scheme to cover other features of the carbon

cycle and other trace gases would require a system of equivalent weighting measures among

the various greenhouse gases.

Finally, it should be noted that stabilization of induced temperature change and CO2

concentrations does not necessarily require the complete cessation of fossil fuel use.

Continued consumption for highly valued uses could be permitted up to the point where

emissions equaled absorption by the deep ocean. Some form of "permanent" emissions permit

might be devised for this amount, a permit as tradeable as the "avaporative" type.

The thermostat setting proposed for a future date (such as 2100) was to be achieved

in this paper by a cumulative or evaporative marketable emission permit system that allows

efficient markets to determine permit prices and the CO2 emission time paths. It was shown

that given this long-run temperature stabilization goal, this system was cost-effective
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compared with short-term emission control approaches that have climate change-equivalent

endpoints.

In apparent contrast to these results are the conclusions of Nordhaus (1992):

limiting realized temperature change to 1.5°C would be less cost-effective than freezing 1990

emissions for the global economy. The contrast is only apparent: the Nordhaus study treats

"realized" — not "equilibrium" — temperature as the policy target, and the scenario that

stabilizes realized temperature requires an almost 100% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2040,

with consequent sharp impacts on the energy industries. As seen in Figure 2, emissions are

reduced less than 50% by 2040 and decline to the rate of absorption by the deep ocean

by 2100.

The policy instrument chosen to achieve the favored policy approach was the

evaporative tradable permit system, which was presented here in a highly simplified

form — essentially a desk design rather than a prototype model ready for adoption. Even so,

the results of this study suggest directions for further research. The workings of such permit

systems call for new institutions and contracts that build trader confidence and assure proper

functioning; see Sandor (1992) and Grubb (1992).

The decision rules needed to allocate permits among nations and among traders raise

issues of great complexity and opportunity. The proposal in this paper to issue the entire

stock of evaporative permits at one time to achieve the ultimate stable CO2 concentration

level was a simplifying assumption. While the intention to issue permits to achieve that goal

could be announced in advance, as a practical matter, the first block of permits to be issued

could be some fraction of the entire stock.

An international agency charged with managing the permit stock and overseeing the

permit markets could be of the nature of an international bank or fund (e.g., the Global

Environmental Facility). To it could be delegated the power of adjusting the outstanding
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stock of permits as new knowledge becomes available, a role that would resemble the role of

central banks in regulating the money supply. The responsibility for monitoring and

verifying a permit system could also be delegated to such an institution, although this is a

largely unexplored subject. The attractive features of an evaporative marketable permit

system should stimulate further research.
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